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Offering a theatrical sound output, The Klipsch Reference R-10B improves sound quality. Dolby Digital's built-in decoder supports multiple audio formations and produces high-sonic products. This bluetooth-compatible sound system allows you to connect it to your smartphone and play music directly. It comes with a remote control that lets you control the sound panel easily. In
addition, its peak power amplifier is 250 W. Soundbar / Wireless SubwooferIt element does not belong on this page. Thank you, we'll see about that. Fresh and clear dialogue you can hear without losing the full and rich sound you expect. The R-10B is an ideal alternative to the 5.1 system. With enough power to be the standalone speaker system of your home or apartment, the R-
10B is ideally sized to accommodate any room. Paul Clips was an American icon, and at Klipsch, we have been pioneers of American sound for over 70 years. Find out why our speakers are becoming the focal point of your living room here. Features:Dialog ClarityIncludes Wireless Subwoofer (For Incredible Bass)Easy setting with Bluetooth® TechnologyBuilt-in Dolby® Digital
DecoderTrue 2-way sound panel with two 3/4 horn loaded dome tweeters and double 2.5 woofersWireless subwoofer with 8 side-shooting driver1 optical 1 Stereo RCA, Bluetooth® with aptX® audio coding technology3-D Environment Mode TopInfoReviewsSpecsDownloadsSupport Klipsch R-Series R-10B Reference Soundbar carpets a powerful 250wh sound, playing detailed
audio images with advance sound technology and construction. It has Bluetooth™ wireless playback, Dolby® digital decoder, wireless subwoofer and digital and analog input. The Klipsch Reference R-10B sound panel is designed to connect quickly to most TVs. The included digital optical cable connects to your TV's digital output to the back of the sound. For multiple TVs without
optical audio output, there is a 2-channel analog input. Once the connection to the TV is made, you will simply connect the sound panel to a standard electrical outlet and turn it on. The built-in Dolby Digital Decoder takes over and allows the Klipsch R-10B to automatically play a detailed, high-power sound in almost any room size no matter what sound format comes from the TV
output. 250 W peak power provides sound quality for your favorite movies, shows, games and music. True 2-way sound panel Two 3/4 horn loaded textile dome tweeters with 90 x 90 Tractrix® horns deliver clear highs. Two 3polypropylene wufers are closed by Advanced Sound with clear vocals and dynamic soundtracks. A wireless subwoofer with an 8-sided shooting driver and
a solid MDF cabinet with a slot-port design for deep, powerful bass. Compatible with most Bluetooth wireless ®, including phones, audio devices and computers for widespread use. AptX ™ coding technology allows for heavy and high-quality music streaming. The Dolby digital ® allows the soundbar to automatically reproduce detailed, detailed, Sound no matter what format of
sound comes from the TV output. The 3-D surround mode provides a simulated surround sound for immersive listening. The 2.4GHz technology automatically connects the sound panel and the subwoofer together wirelessly. Entrances 1 optical digital and 1 dual RCA analogue. Removable legs and keyhole mounts allows you to install a sound panel in front of the TV or mount it
against the wall. © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its OVERVIEW affiliates in an ideal world, we're all tricked out of home theaters with speakers located in every nook and cranny, and cables route through walls and ceilings. In the real world, the Klipsch Handbook of the R-10B provides an immersive home theater experience, taking very little space and connecting to a TV with a
single cable. In an ideal world, we'd all be tricked out of home theaters with speakers located in every nook and cranny, and cables routed through walls and ceilings. In the real world, the Klipsch Handbook of the R-10B provides an immersive home theater experience, taking very little space and connecting to a TV with a single cable. The R-10B consists of a sound bar that can
rest on your TV booth or be mounted on a wall, and a wireless subwoofer for a deep, powerful bass without cable running on the floor. Together, they will restore clear dialogue, exciting sound effects and low-frequency impacts on movies and TV shows. And you don't need an architect to re-imagine your home to start enjoying it. It can be mounted on a wall (shown) or placed on a
TV stand. The clean sound on each seat of the Two-Channel Sound Bar of this system offers uncompromising clarity with the legendary Klipsch sound. Two 3/4 tweeters offer details and nuances. Each one mates with a horn - a staple of klipsch speakers - which scatters the high frequencies across a wide listening area. This ensures that every seat in the house is the best place
for sound quality. In addition, there are two 3 average drivers who succeed in playing clear dialogue. You don't have to keep playing the same scene just to understand the actors. Bring back the bass When you take the bass frequencies from the movie soundtrack, you're left with a gaping hole. Everything just sounds a bit flat and lifeless. The R-10B wireless subwoofer will fix this.
Just find a place anywhere in your room, sync it with the sound bar wireless, and you'll start hearing (and feel) just what you're missing. Built-in Bluetooth for R-10B music isn't just for movies. If you want to enjoy the music, just whip out your smartphone and pair it in the sound bar. It has Bluetooth built-in, so you can stream music wirelessly from your phone, tablet or Bluetooth
capable computer. One cable connection and made The R-10B sound bar is easy. Connect the included optical digital sound cable to the optical output of the TV. Then connect the other end to the sound bar entrance. Connect It To His And you're all set. The sound bar deciphers the Dolby ®, so it's ready to handle the exit from most TVs. There are also stereo RCA inputs in case
you have an old TV with no optical output. READ LESS A two-channel sound bar with four built-in speakerstwo 3/4 textile dome tweeters pair with Tractrix Horns for wide dispersiontwo 3 mid-range driversideal polypropylene for wall mounting under a flat TV panel or relying on TV standbuilt-in Bluetooth to wirelessly stream music from compatible smartphones, tablets, and
computersaptX® coding provides high-quality streaming music from compatible Dolby devices® Digital Decoding Mode3D Surround produces virtual surround surround surround produces virtual surround surround surround for more exciting listening experienceoptical digital audio input (cable enabled) stereo RCA inputskeyhole slots for wall editing (wall pattern included)40W x 4-
1/8H x 2-13/216Dweight: 7 lb.8 side-firing fiber-composite cone wooferported body to enhance low-frequency responsesyncs wireless with sound barrear-panel volume pen8-5/16W x 13-1/4H x 16Dweight: 25.1 pounds total power system: 250 Wt (peak) remote control : 3 years for drivers and cabinets, 1 year for electronicsS Our 60-day cash protection guaranteeMFR No 1060902
Soundbar - Wireless subsystem: Klipsch R-10B Soundbar - Subwoofer Speaker System improves your TELEVISION and movie sound by mimicking a multi-stage surround sound system. It instantly updates your TV sound without requiring a separate receiver and multiple speakers. The Klipsch R-10B consists of a self-driving sound speaker and a wireless subwoofer that
combines 250-watt (Peak) dynamic power. The system has an elegant black satin finish to blend with a flat TV panel and decor. Soundbar w/ Horn-Loaded Active Technology: The Klipsch R-10B's self-driving sound speaker uses horn loading technology designed to send sound directly to the listening area. By incorporating highly efficient horn loading technology into the
soundbar, all sounds are more detailed, the clarity dialogue is greatly improved, and the overall output is maximized to cover even the largest listening areas. The speaker's sound panel uses two 0.75 horn-loaded textile dome tweeters to pair up with 90 x 90 Tractrix horns that provide clear highs. Two 3polypropylene vufers are closed with extended sound with clear vocals and
dynamic soundtracks. Tractrix horns reduce distortion and increase the variance directly to the main listening area. Reducing distortion increases sound detail, while controlled variance sends more sound into the listening area for greater accuracy and openness. Wireless Powered Subwoofer: Klipsch R-10B includes wireless power subwoofer with The side-shooting fiber
composite woofer's bass reflex case with a rear slot-port. Complex 2.4 GHz technology automatically connects the sound panel and subwoofer together wirelessly; 50'. Construction of the Subwoofer Subwoofer closet to play the bass correctly. Particles or, worse, the plastic cabinets of the subwoofer resonate in a way that greatly distorts the bass, causing it to sound boom. The
R-10B subwoofer uses a very solid MDF cabinet to prevent unwanted vibrations and distortions. The wireless subwoofer has an independent volume control dial located on the back. 3D Surround Mode: The Klipsch R-10B sound panel and subwoofer system are equipped with the Surround Mode 3D mode, designed to simulate the effect of a surround sound system. This effect
will work on multiple listening positions in your room. Digital analog connection: The Klipsch R-10B is designed to quickly connect to most TVs using either a digital optical (toslink) connection or an analog (RCA) connection. Using a digital optical connection, the built-in Dolby Digital decoder receives sound from both the TV and any device (such as a DVD/Blu-ray player or
cable/satellite receiver) connected to the TV. There is also an analog RCA left/right entrance if your TV does not offer optical digital output. Note: The digital optical output terminals of most new flat-panel TVs only beep at 5.1ch when they receive dolby Digital/DTS surround sound from a built-in TV tuner, network connection or connected USB device; and will only exit 2ch stereo
from sources connected to the TV via HDMI, or RCA (such as your Blue-Ray/DVD player or satellite/cable box). Bluetooth Audio Streaming: The Klipsch R-10B features a built-in Bluetooth for wireless audio streaming stored music and music apps on Bluetooth with the support of the Apple iPod/iPad, Android smartphone/tablet, Windows PC, Mac, and more in the Klipsch sound
panel and subwoofer system. The R-10B even supports aptX audio-codeping technology that allows for loss-free, CD-quality wireless music streaming with an aptX-compatible Bluetooth device (e.g. Android OS 4.0). You'll continue to use a Bluetooth-enabled device to control music playback and view song/artist information. A simple single button will pair the device with the R-
10B system. Once paired, the R-10B is automatically connected to your device when within reach (up to 33'). Note: Due to differences in Bluetooth technology, some Bluetooth-enabled devices may be incompatible, malfunction, or unable to maintain all functions when used with the Klipsch R-10B. Remote control: You can program the Klipsch R-10B's Volume Up/Down and Mute
features into your existing TV remote control to make it more easy to work. You also have the option all the functions of the system with the remote control on. Note: Many new TVs come with RF remotes and do not offer IR features. In this case, you won't be able to program the sound panel and the TV remote to work together. Installation options: The speaker's sound panel can
be positioned on a shelf or stand using supplied rubber legs (rubber legs add 0.25 k k to Speaker's sound panel). It can also be mounted on the wall using its dual keyhole slots and included an easy-to-use template (keyhole distance is 29.4375). The slender sound speaker aesthetically corresponds to either a wall or a table TV. Because the submarine is wireless, it can be
sprayed almost anywhere up to 50' from the sound speaker. It is recommended that the submarine be positioned on the same wall as the sound panel. A wireless sub will require a AC wall socket. Auto Turn-On: This speaker speaker system is activated automatically when it receives a beep on optical or analog inputs. The two-channel sound bar provides uncontested, immediate
sound for show and music with two 3/4 textile dome tweeters and two 2-1/2 oval woofers built-in Bluetooth® for wireless music listening to a two-channel sound bar with four built-in wireless subwoofer speakers with a 6.5 driver for powerful bass built-in Bluetooth® for wireless music listening to a smartphone The tablet, or Bluetooth-equipped computer 250-watt (peak power) sound
bar/wireless subwoofer combination provides a reliable, high-definition sound from your TV horns loaded with tweeters and long throw goers to provide excellent clarity throughout the listening space frequency response 33-20000 Hz (± 3dB) IS there a solution for this? Steve Sep 12, 2018 No. 3 Answers Truthfully, the only medicine I know is the mute button. Sponsored programs
people watch pay for advertising, want to get their money's worth and broadcasters have agreed to over-modulate audio related to advertising to make sure you hear them. I hate it, but it's a fact of life. Many stations are worse than others. Since the 10B is a reinforced system may just be too sensitive to advertising excessive modulation. Bummer!!! Mark Sen 20, 2018 Staff
Advertising is amplified by the networks and if we though TV speakers or sound on you will have the same issue. There is no fix - there were TVs that had a feature that lowered the sound level of advertising automatically, but I haven't seen that feature for a few years. E September 18, 2018 Staff No I've noticed this, and most commercials are louder anyway, and with klipsch it's
just enlarged - John Sep 18, 2018 - Staff I have the R10B system and love it! Can a second submarine be added to the existing system? Anthony Aug 11, 2018 No.3 Answers I believe it can be difficult with this type of system. The beep is sent wirelessly from the bar speaker to the subwoofer. You'll need a subwoofer that can receive a wireless signal correctly. Perhaps Klipsch
can help you get such a subwoofer. Also, I'm sure some audio electronics master can open an existing subwoofer and connect to its preamp and signal, non-Klipsch amplified by the subwoofer, but. If it's possible. I doubt that the procedure will be trivial. Mark Aug 16, 2018 2018 Staff A System is not designed to add another subwoofer. If you want more bass you might consider
the R20B. Eric Aug 16, 2018 Staff No, one for one system. The sound bar comes paired with one subwoofer. - KENNETH Aug 16, 2018 Staff - Model number of my universal remote control provided by Cable Co. - UR5U-8780L-BHC. Will I be able to control the volume and turn the sound bar on and off with this remote control? Don't want to use 2 remote controls or press a lot of
buttons to turn on the sound bar and the volume of control. Thank you. Chris Aug 10, 2018 th 3 answers Any remote can be programmed to operate the sound bar ... Volume up/down and dumb. Follow Klipsch's instructions in the guide. - KENNETH Aug 16, 2018 Staff A I didn't use a universal remote control, but I think you should be able to program with the sound panel to do
so. Don Aug 11, 2018 Staff A, I'm not sure about your universal remote control. But here's my experience with this sound bar. When I first got the sound bar I used two remote control to turn the TV volume down and sound the bar up. When the sound came from both it was a little out of sync. I realized that I could change the TV settings to choose which speakers I want to use. I
was able to go to the TV settings with a TV remote control, but I only had to do it once, going from TV speakers to audio system. Now I can use any remote control to control the volume; TV, universal or sound bar. The power is turned on automatically when I turn on the TV with my universal remote control. The sound is great and I highly recommend this sound bar. I can even use
the sound system to listen to music with Bluetooth on my phone. Maybe check your TV settings to see what speakers or sound settings you have first. I hope it helps. Karin Aug 10, 2018 Staff SHOW MORESHOW LESS ARTICLE
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